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In [ 1,3] it is shown that the notion of a (finite) normalizing extension S 
of a ring R is a unifying generalization of several constructions which have 
been investigated earlier. These papers established the connections between 
the prime ideals of the two rings. In particular N(R) = N(S) n R, where N( ) 
denotes the prime radical. The case when R is semiprime is of special 
interest, and results of Lorenz [3] and Passman [4] give some information 
about N(S) provided that S is freely generated over R. 
The first main result of this paper considers the general case when S in 
not assumed to be freely generated. It shows that there is an ideal H of S 
maximal with respect to having HD nilpotent for some essential ideal D of 
R. Moreover, (HD)” = 0, where n is the number of normalizing generators of 
s. 
The other main result (5.5) concerns the minimal primes of S in the case 
when R is semiprime of finite rank, and when S satisfies the condition, 
weaker than being free, of being right torsionfree. It is shown that the 
minimal primes of S are finite in number, and they are all linked, in the 
sense of [ 11, with minimal primes of R. Moreover, N(S)” = 0. The known 
results concerning N(S) are all easy consequences of these results, and 
elementary examples show that the conditions imposed are required. 
The methods involved are module-theoretic and combine three related 
threads. An invariant basis number property for bimodules is established in 
Section 1; a class of bimodules which are “almost ideals” is discussed in 
Sections 2 and 4; and a rank function on bimodules, relative to a fixed ideal, 
is introduced in Section 3. The main results then appear in Section 5. 
Throughout A will denote a ring and R a semiprime ring, not necessarily 
with an identity element. Also, F(4) and X(R) will denote their sets of 
essential ideals. 
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1. IDEAL BIMODULES AND IBN 
It is an easy exercise to check that for any ring T with T2 # 0 there is no 
T-bimodule monomorphism T @ T G T. The aim of this section is to 
provide an extended version of this “invariant basis number” property for a 
particular type of (A, R)-bimodule. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A (/i, R)-bimodule X is said to be ideal (on the right) if 
there is a right R-module isomorphism 8: X + Z with Z being an ideal of R 
and with 19 inducing a lattice isomorphism on subbimodules 
9(,X,) ?’ 91p(RZR). Such a map is denoted by 0: X- I. 
That such bimodules are in plentiful supply inside normalizing bimodules 
will be seen in the next section. Note, however, that the rank 1 free 
summands of the (R,R)-bimodule R(“) are, trivially, ideal bimodules; and 
any subbimodule of an ideal bimodule is also an ideal bimodule. 
The required IBN result is as follows. Recall that R is assumed throughout 
to be semiprime. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let Z = CT Zj G Y = CT Yi be direct sums of ideal 
(A, R)-bimodules such that Zj -Ifor each j, with O#ZaR. Then m<n. 
Proof Suppose Sj: Zj - Z and $i: Yi - Ji with Ji 4 R are the relevant 
isomorphisms. The proof proceeds by induction on n. 
If n = 1 and m > 2, then Z, @Z, 5 Y, and ii: Y, -J, 4 R. Therefore 
h(Z,) 4,tZA = 0 an d so Z, $,(Z,) = 0. Applying 0, gives that Z@,(Z,) = 0 
and hence $1(Z2Z) = #,(Z,) Z = 0. Therefore Z,Z = 0 and, applying 8, now, 
Z* = 0, which is a contradiction. 
Now consider the general case. Set #,[(Cjzt Zj) f7 Y,] = K,. Then K, C_ J, 
and K, 4 R. Note that nyT1 K, = #i(O) = 0. Hence, for some t, there exists 
0 # C 4 R such that (K, n Z) @ C z I. Let Z,! = 8,: ‘(C); so Zj - C for each 
j. Suppose that x E (,TJ+tZj) n Y,, say x = 2 zj with zj E Zj. Now 
Z;cZj, and so @,(x)EKl. However, K,CcK,nZnC=O and thus 
#i(x) C = 0. Hence zjC = 0 for each j and so Bj(zj) C = 0. However, 
B,(s) E C, and R is semiprime, so ej(z,) = 0. It follows that x = 0. Thus 
(z,lZ;)n Y,=O and z z1 Zj embeds in X:=2 Yi as a bimodule. By 
induction on n, applied for C rather than I, m - 1 < n - 1. Hence m < n. m 
This has the following consequence-which will not, however, be used 
here. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Zf R(“) 4 Rem’ is an R-bimodule embedding then 
n < m. 
It is interesting to note a related result for any ring S with a 1. 
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PROPOSITION 1.4. If S(“) C, Strn) is an S-bimodule embedding then 
n < m. 
Proof. The embedding, a, say, can be represented by a matrix over S; 
and a being a bimodule map implies that the entries of this matrix belong to 
the centre of S. If D is the subring generated by 1 and these entries, then D 
is Noetherian, of uniform rank d, say. However, a restricts to an embedding 
D(n) 4 D(m) and so dn < dm. 1 
Naturally the commutative version of this result is already known-see, 
for example, [2, Theorem 1921. 
2. III-IDEALS 
Let M be a (4, R)-bimodule. An element m E M is called a normalizing 
element if mR = Am; and if M has a finite set m = (m,,..., m,} of 
normalizing elements uch that M = C miR then M is called a normalizing 
bimodule on n generators. Henceforth M is fixed as such. 
If I is an ideal of R such that rt ann m nl= 0 for some normalizing 
element m of R, it is clear that ml is an ideal (II, R)-bimodule with ml - Z 
via ma k-+ a, for a E I. 
DEFINITION 2.1. A (/1, R)-bimodule X which is isomorphic, as a (/i, R)- 
bimodule, to a bimodule ml as above, will be called an m-ideal. If m E m = 
{m 1 ,..., m,}, then X will be called an m-ideal. 
Note that X is an ideal bimodule via X+ ml - I. Also, any subbimodule 
of an m-ideal is again an m-ideal. 
LEMMA 2.2. If N’ G N c M are subbimodules with N’ an essential 
subbimodule of N, then there exist D E X(R), B EF(A), such that 
ND 5 N’ and BN s N’. 
Proof (S. Jabbour). Let Z be a complement subbimodule to N in M. 
Then N’ @ Z is an essential subbimodule of M. Let Di = {x E R 1 
mix E N’ @ Z}. It is easy to check that Di EST(R) and hence 
D=nDiESr(R). Then (N@Z)DSMDcN’@Z and so NDcN’. A 
similar argument shows that BN c N’ for some B E X(A). i 
LEMMA 2.3. There exist m-ideals Y, ,..., Y, 5 M and D E F(R) such 
that MD c Co Yi c M. 
Proof (Following [ 1, Proposition 1.81). Let Ai = rt ann m,, let Ki be the 
complement of Ai, and Di = Ai @ Ki EST(R). Then m,D, = miKi, which is 
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an m-ideal. Now define N,, N, ,..., N, by N,=O and Ni=Ni-,@ Yi, where 
Yi is a bimodule complement of Ni- r f-7 m,D, in miDi. Then Yi is an m-ideal 
and N,, = Co Yi = Y, say. Now Y n miDi is an essential subbimodule of 
m,D, and so, by 2.2, there exist 0; EF(R) with miDiD/ E Y. Set 
D=flDiDf;thenDEST(R)andMD~Y~M. 1 
LEMMA 2.4. Let Y = 2, @ Yi be a direct sum of m-ideals Yi and let N be 
a subbimodule of Y. Then there exists an essential subbimodule Z = Cy Zi 
of N with each Zi being an m-ideal and t < k(k + 1)/2. 
Proof: By induction on k. If k = 1, then N itself is an m-ideal. 
For k > 1, set Xi to be a complement of N n Yi in Yi. Note that both Xi 
and N n Yi are m-ideals. Now N n X, = N f7 Y, n X, = 0, and so 
Nn?x.G~x,. Y I 
I 2 
Therefore, by induction on k, NnC@X, contains an essential subbimodule 
W which is a direct sum of (k - 1) k/2 m-ideals. However, 
Cy” (N r7 Yi) @ Xi is essential in Y, from which it follows that 
[Cy” (Nn Y,)] 0 W is essential in N. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.5. If N is a subbimodule of the normalizing bimodule M, 
then there is a subbimodule Z = Z, 0 . . . 0 Z, of N with each Zi being an 
m-ideal, and there exists D EST(R) such that ND E Z. 
Proof. First choose D’ EF(R) such that MD’ s Co Yi as described in 
2.3. Then ND’ G Co Yi so, applying 2.4 to ND’, then ND’ 3 Co Zi = Z as 
an essential subbimodule. By 2.2, ND’D” G Z for some D” E F(R). fl 
3. RANK 
This section aims to study a rank function p,(X) defined on (A, R)- 
bimodules X relative to a fixed nonzero ideal I of the semiprime ring R. 
Since R is semiprime, ann I is the complement of I in R. 
DEFINITION 3.1. p,(X) is the maximal m for which X contains a direct 
sum of subbimodules CT, Ni with rt ann Ni = ann 1, or co if no such m 
exists. 
Let y(Z) denote the set of ideals of R which are essential R-subbimodules 
of I. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let X be a (A, R)-bimodule, D E X(R) and I’ E K(Z). 
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(i) Zf rt arm X G ann Z then rt ann XI’ = ann Z and pi(X) > 1. 
(ii) p,(W = I+ = p,(xZ’). 
Proo$ Part (i) is easily verified, observing that ann Z = ann I’. If N is 
any subbimodule of X with rt ann N = ann I, then rt ann NZ’ = rt ann ND = 
ann I, and (ii) follows easily. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Zf N’ g N c M are subbimodules of the normalizing 
(A, R)-bimodule M, then 
P,(N) 2 PO > + PAN/N’ 1. 
Proof Let X be a complement to N’ in N. By 2.2, ND c N’ 0 X for 
some D E jr(R), and so 
(N/N’)DG(N’@X)/N’LN/N’. 
Applying 3.2(ii) gives that p,(N) = p,(N’ 0 X) and that p,(N/N’) = p,(X). 
However, it is evident that p,(N’ 0 X) > p,(N’) + p,(X). 1 
The inequality in 3.3 can be strict. For example, take R = M = N = I = 
k @ k for some field k, and N’ = k 0 0. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let N be a subbimodule of M with p,(N) > 1. Then 
N 2 N’ = 2, @ . . . @ 2, with Zi -* Ji and J, @ ... @J, E y(Z). 
ProoJ Proposition 2.5 shows that N 1.Z; @ ... @ 213 ND with 
D E .F(R) and m-ideals Z{; say with #i: Z,! - J(. By 3.2, 
P,(-q 0 ... @ Z;) > 1, from which it follows that ann Z contains 
rt ann (C Z;) = 0 ann J; = ann C .Z,!. Therefore (C J() n Z E X(Z) and 
hence C J;Z E <F(Z). Define Ji c J;Z by J, = JIZ and Ji is the complement in 
J;Z of J;(J1 + ... + Ji_ I) for i > 1; and let Zi = #;‘(Ji) G Z;. It is easy to 
check C: Ji s F(Z) and that the sum is direct. 1 
THEOREM 3.5. If M is a normalizing (A, R)-bimodule on n generators 
then p,(M) < n. 
Proof: Say p,(M) > m; so M 2 N, @ . . . @ N, = N with p,(Ni) > 1. By 
2.3, Mz Cy Yi 2 MD for m-ideals Yi, and D EF(R). By 3.2, 
p,(NiD) > 1. Replacing N by ND, we may suppose N z C; Yi without loss 
of generality. Moreover, by 3.4, each Ni 2 Nf = Zi,, @ . . . @ Zi,tCij with #i,j: 
Zi j a~+ Ji,j and Ti = Ji,, @ . . . @ Ji,tci, E X(Z). Since T, T, . . . T,,, # 0, there 
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exist i ,,..., i,,, such that J,,i,Jz,iz *.a Jm,i, is a nonzero ideal, say C, of R. But 
then 
and 1.2 gives m ,< n. I 
4. TORSIONFREE BIMODULES 
Recall from [ 1 ] that an element x in a normalizing (II, R)-bimodule is said 
to be right torsion if XD = 0 for some D in T(R), and M is said to be right 
torsionfree if 0 is the only right torsion element. Clearly, any m-ideal is right 
torsionfree, and this, together with 2.3, shows 
LEMMA 4.1. If M is a normalizing (A, R)-bimodule, then MD is right 
torsionfree for some D in F(R). 
Henceforth in this section it will be assumed that R is a semiprime ring of 
finite rank with an identity element, and that M is right torsionfree. The 
results obtained here will not be required for the first few results of Section 
5; they are designed for use in the unsymmetric case discussed in Theorem 
5.5. 
LEMMA 4.2. (i) If N is a subbimodule of M, and D EST(R), then ND 
is an essential subbimodule of N, and there exists B E F(A) such that 
BN G ND. 
(ii) If N’ G N are subbimodules of M and N’ is essential in N, then 
It arm,, N’ = It ann, N. 
Proof (i) If ND r‘l X = 0 for X G N, then XD 5 ND r7 X = 0. Hence 
X = 0. Hence ND is essential in N, and so 2.2 applies. 
(ii) By 2.2, ND 5 N’ for some D E F(R). However, if x E A, then 
xND E xN’ z xN. So if xN’ = 0 then xND = 0; so XN = 0 since M is right 
torsionfree. I 
A nonzero bimodule X is said to be untform if it contains no direct sum of 
nonzero subbimodules. 
LEMMA 4.3. If N c M is an m-ideal and is uniform, then It ann N is a 
prime ideal of A. 
Proof Suppose A, B are ideals of A and ABN = 0, yet BN # 0. Then BN 
is a subbimodule of N, and so is an m-ideal too. Moreover, since N is 
uniform, BN is essential in N. Hence, by 4.2(ii), A s It ann N. 1 
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NOTATION 4.4. Since R has Jinite rank, it has a finite collection of 
minimal primes, P, ,..., P,, say. Set Ki = ann, Pi and K = C f”’ Ki. Then each 
K, is a uniform R-bimodule, and K E ST(R). 
LEMMA 4.5. Let N be a subbimodule of M. Then there is a subbimodule 
Z = Cy Zi c N with each Zi being an m-ideal such that Zi - Hi for some 
Hi c KjCi, and with ND G Z for some D E X(R). 
Proof: This follows immediately from 2.5 on replacing the ideal D, as 
described in 2.5, by DK. 1 
PROPOSITION 4.6. Let N be a subbimodule of M. Then It ann N is the 
intersection of a subset of the finite set of prime ideals It ann miKj, 
i E ( l,..., n},jE (l,..., r}. 
Proof. If D EF(R), then It ann ND = It ann N, by 4.2. If D is chosen as 
in 4.5, It ann ND = It ann Z = n It ann Z,. Now Z, = m,H, with H, c Kj(k). 
By 4.2, It ann Z, = It ann miKj,,, which, by 4.3, is prime. 1 
NOTATION 4.7. Let R* = JJi=, RIP,, where the Pi are the minimal 
primes of R. Then R 4 R *, both rings are semiprime of finite rank r, and 
K = Co Ki, as defined in 4.4, belongs both to F(R) and to jr(R *). 
Let Ni = It ann, Ki and set M* = C@M/N,. Note that M* is both a 
(/i, R)- and a (4, R *)-bimodule. If e, ,..., e, are the central idempotents of R * 
defined by the decomposition above, then M*e, = M/N,. Also, 
nM, 4 AM; since (oNi) K = 0 so ONi = 0. 
LEMMA 4.8. M* is a normalizing (A, R*)-bimodule and is right 
torsionfree over both R * and R. 
Proof Clearly M* is generated by the normalizing elements (miej}. It is 
sufficient, then, to show that M/N, is right torsionfree over R. Suppose that 
XD c_ Ni for some x E M, D E X(R). Then xKi(DKi 0 Pi) = 0, yet DKi 0 
Pi E Y(R). Hence xK, = 0 and so x E Ni as required. m 
In the special case when R = R*, i.e., when R is already a direct product 
of prime rings, one has K = R, and Ki = e,R. 
PROPOSITION 4.9. If R is a direct product of prime rings and B is an 
ideal of A, then rt annM B is a normalizing bimodule. Indeed rt annM B = 
C miejR, summed over all i, j such that Bmiej = 0. 
Proof Replace the generating set for M by the set of all miej. Effectively 
this means one can suppose that miej = mi or zero for each i, j. Order these 
generators so that Bm, = 0 for i = l,..., k, Bm, # 0 for i > k + 1. Note that if 
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N=C:m,R and W=Ci+, m,i? then both are normalizing bimodules, and 
N+ W=M. 
Applying 4.5 to the normalizing bimodule W shows that W 2 Z = 
C”Zj 2 WD for some D E jr(R), where each Zj is a uniform 
{m k+ 1,.**, m,}-ideal. Now Bz # 0 for any 0 # z E Zj, else by 4.2(ii) 
B 2 It ann Zj = It ann miR for some i > k + 1. Hence (rt ann B) n Z = 0. 
Now ((rt ann B) n W)D c (rt ann B) f? Z = 0, and so (rt ann B) f7 W = 0. 
But NE rt ann B, and N + W = M; therefore 
rtannB=N+(rtannB)n W=N. 1 
5. NILPOTENCY 
Throughout this section R will denote a semiprime ring with 1 and S a 
normalizing extension of R with the same 1. Thus R E S and S = C: a,& 
where a,R = Ra,. The aim here is to discuss the prime radical N(S) of S, 
and the minimal primes of S. However, easy examples show that the 
problem is awkward. For example, suppose that Z is any ideal of R, and 
S = R @ R/I with the embedding a: R 4 S given by o(r) = (r, [r + I]). It is 
clear that S is a normalizing extension of a(R). Now N(S) = 0 @ N(R/Z); 
and any prime P minimal over Z gives a minimal prime R @ P/Z of S. Thus 
it can easily be arranged that N(S) is not nilpotent and that S has infinitely 
many minimal primes. 
However, it will be shown that, when S is assumed to be torsionfree, at 
least on one side, then N(S) is nilpotent and S has only finitely many 
minimal primes. This comes as a consequence of a quite general result about 
nilpotency. 
Recall from 4.1 that given any normalizing R-bimodule M there exists 
D E.F(R) such that MD is right torsionfree. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let S be a normalizing extension of a semiprime ring R, 
and let D E F(R) with SD right torsionfree over R. 
(i) If H 4 S and HmD = 0 for some m, then H”D = 0. There exists a 
unique maximal such H. 
(ii) If G < S and (GD,)” = 0 for some D, E F(R), then there exists 
D, E.?+(R) such that (GD,)” = 0. There is a unique maximal such G. 
ProoJ (i) Let Zj= rt ann,(Hj/Hj+‘). Then Ij s Ij+, for each j and 
I, EST(R). Let k be minimal with respect to I, EF(R). Then ZkP, &T(R) 
so we may choose 0 # Z a R with In ZkP, = 0. Then, for j < k we have 
Zn Zj = 0 so ann Z 2 Ij = rt ann(Hj/Hj+ ‘). By 3.2(i), p,(Hj/Hj”) > 1 and 
so, by 3.3, p,(S/Hk) > k. However, p,(S/Hk) < n, by 3.5, so k < n. Now 
‘k’k, 1 . . . I,DE.F(R) and Hk(ZkIk+, ... I,D)=O. Hence H”D=O. 
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It is easy to see that the sum of all ideals H with this property also has 
this property and thus is the unique maximal such ideal. 
(ii) If (GD,)m = 0 then (GD, S)m = 0 and, by (i), (GD, S)” D = 0 and 
so (GD, D)” = 0. Set D, = D, D. The remainder is straightforward. @ 
COROLLARY 5.2. If S is right torsionfree over R then the prime radical 
N of S is nilpotent, and N” = 0. 
Proof. This is clear from 5.1(i). 1 
Before the next result, recall that prime ideals Q of S and P of R are said 
to be linked if P is a minimal prime over Q f7 R. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let R be semiprime offinite rank and let S be a right 
and left torsionfree normalizing extension of R. 
(i) S/N is a right and left torsionfree normalizing extension of R. 
(ii) The minimal primes of S are finite in number. They are precisely 
the prime ideals of S linked to a minimal prime of R. 
Proof. (i) Clearly S/N is a normalizing extension of R. Now suppose 
xD’ c N for some D’ E F(R). Since S is left torsionfree, the dual version of 
4.2(i) shows that there exists D, ET(R) with SD,, c D’S. Thus 
SxSD, c SxD’S c N. 
Thus, if G = SxS, then (GD,)” = 0 by 5.2. Applying 4.2(i) again, recur- 
sively, there exist D,, D, ,..., D,-, E F(R) such that GD, s Di-, D,G. 
Hence, by a simple induction, G”D,-, D, G (GD,)” = 0. Since S is right 
torsionfree, G” = 0 and so G = SxS c N. This shows that S/N is right 
torsionfree, and symmetry shows it is left torsionfree. 
(ii) It now follows from [ 1, 1.101 that the number of minimal primes 
of S/N is at most nr, where r = rank R. Let Q be a minimal prime of S and 
A/N the annihilator in S/N of Q/N. Then A $ N yet ,4(Q n R) c N, so 
Q n R @F(R). Therefore Q f7 R is contained in, and thus is linked to, at 
least one minimal prime of R. 
Conversely, if Q is a prime ideal of S linked to a minimal prime of R, it 
follows from [I, Theorem 5.101 that Q is minimal. m 
In order to extend this result to the case when S in only assumed to be 
right torsionfree, it is helpful to consider the left torsion subbimodule T of S; 
that is, 
T={xES)Dx=OforsomeDE.F(R)}. 
It is at this point that the main results of Section 4 will be used. 
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PROPOSITION 5.4. Suppose that S is right torsionfree and R is semiprime 
ofj?nite rank. Then 
(i) T is an ideal of S; 
(ii) S/T is a right and left torsionfree normalizing extension of R; 
and 
(iii) T is nilpotent. 
Proof. (i) Clearly R T,; and 4.1 shows that DT = 0 for some 
D ET(R). By 4.2, D’S c SD for some D’ EF(R). Hence 
D’ST c SDT = 0 and so ST is left torsion, thus s T,. 
(ii) It is clear that T n R = 0, so S/T is a normalizing extension of R, 
and automatically is left torsionfree. Suppose that xD’ c T for x E S, 
D’ E Y(R). Then DxD’ = 0 and so Dx = 0 since S is right torsionfree. 
Hence x E T and S/T is right torsionfree. 
(iii) By 4.6, there are only finitely many ideals of R of the form 
It annR T’. So there is an i such that It annR T’ = It ann, T2’ = B, say. It also 
follows from 4.6 that R/B is semiprime of finite rank. 
Consider now the embedding RSR 4 RS$ as described in 4.7, and set 
A = rt arm,. B. Then T’ cA which, by 4.8 and 4.9, is a right torsionfree 
normalizing (R, R*)-bimodule. Evidently A is also a right torsionfree 
normalizing (R/B, R *)-bimodule. 
Note that, since DT = 0, then B 2 D and so B E <F(R). Let K E X(R) be 
as defined in 4.4. Then KB E <F(R) and KB E ST(R *). By 4.2, there exists 
B’/B E F(R/B) such that (B’/B)A S. A(KB). Thus B’T’ G B’A E AKB E 
S*KB = SKB and so B’T” E SKBT’= 0. This shows that B’ c B yet 
B’/B E ,F(R/B). This is possible only if B = R, in which case T’ = 0. 1 
THEOREM 5.5. Let R be semiprime of finite rank and let S be a right 
torsionfree normalizing extension of R. 
(i) S/N is a right and left torsionfree normalizing extension of R. 
(ii) The minimal primes of S are finite in number. They are precisely 
the prime ideals of S linked to a minimal prime of R. 
Proof Since T is nilpotent, the minimal primes of S are the primes 
which are minimal over T. By 5.4(ii), S/T is right and left torsionfree, and so 
5.3 applies to S/T. 1 
This of course covers the case when S, is free. We conclude with an 
example illustrating 5.4 and 5.5, but where S, is not free. Let A be a 
commutative domain with a surjection 8: A -P A for which I = ker(8) # 0. 
Consider the subrings Q G R c_ S of the matrix ring M,(A), where 
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a,bEA;a-bEZ 
i 
and 
a, b,..., 
Now R is semiprime of rank 2, and S is a normalizing extension of R: 
take m= {l,e *, , ejl, e3*}, where the eij are the usual matrix units. The ring 
S is right torsionfree over R, but S, is not free (as we shall see), nor is S left 
torsionfree-the ideal T is e3, R @ e,,R, which is annihilated on the left by 
From 5.4, T is nilpotent-here T* = 0. Note, however, that T # N. 
To see that S, is not free, note that D, is the direct sum of two copies of 
If S were free, say S, z Rck’, then SD F% Dck’, so SD, s DLk’ z ZrcZk’. 
However, 
S=R@e,,R@T, 
so 
Tensoring SD, with the quotient field of Q and looking at the vector space 
dimension, we conclude 2k = 5, which is absurd. Thus S, is not free. 
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